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sport is one of the most important economic and social areas of life and, arguably, the only one subject to a private governance regime. at 

the same time, while it is indisputable that sports matters ought to be governed under the private autonomy of sports associations, there are 

numerous areas where the intersection between public interest and private autonomy has either already triggered forms of public intervention or 

raised claims for increased public scrutiny. this creates important challenges for all those involved in sports governance: sports associations, 

teams, companies, players, agents, and those overseeing them. in particular, recent ethical, human rights, corruption and doping scandals, 

on the one hand, and increased concerns with tax evasion, economic conflicts of interest, distorted competition and match fixing in sports 

activities, on the other hand, have highlighted the importance of both reflecting on governance issues and providing training on good governance 

practices. this summer school will do just that with a group of lecturers among the very best and most experienced in the world of sports 

governance and related themes. the school will offer to all those involved in sports the opportunity to get to know a variety of private and 

public governance issues in sports: from ethical or human rights issues to arbitration, and from teams management or competition issues to 

the development and enforcement of principles of good governance.
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Ethics: combating 
corruption in sports 
organiZations
cornel borbély

this course addresses the principles of combating corruption in sports 
organizations, showing how an ethics committee must be organized effectively 
to successfully fight crime. the discussion will be completed with an analysis of 
practical examples.

Dr. cornel borbély is a swiss lawyer, forensics expert and until 2017, the 
chairperson of the independent investigatory chamber of FiFa’s Ethics committee. 
Dr. borbély has many years of experience as a public prosecutor of complex 
national and international economic criminal proceedings and investigations. he 
is also the commander of the swiss german investigating judges of the military 
justice and a lecturer at various universities in the fields of economic criminal law, 
forensics and corporate governance as well as compliance.
goVErnancE: 
institutions, ELEctions, 
gooD goVErnancE 
principLEs anD moDELs
Joseph Weiler, miguel poiares maduro

the governance of sports is a quasi-public matter that is fundamentally in the 
hands of private associations raising complex issues of legality, legitimacy, 
democracy, accountability and transparency. this course will review different 
issues and models of the transnational governance of sport. among the issues 
to be dealt with will be: the demands and limits of democracy in the governance 
of sport and the organization and supervision of elections; the structure and 
challenges of international “sport federalism”; the distinctive nature of sport 
and its implications for legal rules designed to regulate economic activity; the 
significance of political neutrality and the intergovernmental geopolitics of sport 
governance; adjudication, checks and balance and the role and guarantees 
of independent committees; and the development of enforcement of good 
governance principles such as accountability and the prevention of conflicts of 
interest. the course will focus on structural problems in the governance system 
of FiFa rather than specific incidents – which explain and account for problems 
of transparency, integrity and accountability in the management of FiFa.

J.h.h. Weiler is university professor at nYu Law school and senior Fellow at the 
center for European studies at harvard. until recently he served as president of 
the European university institute, Florence. until his resignation in may 2017 he 
served as member of the governance committee of FiFa. previously he served 
as manley hudson professor of international Law at harvard Law school. prof. 
Weiler is Editor-in-chief of the European Journal of international Law (EJiL) and 
the international Journal of constitutional Law (icon). he holds a phD. in European 
Law from the Eui, Florence and honorary degrees from various European and 
american universities. he is the author of several books and articles in the field 
of European integration, international and comparative constitutional Law and 
human rights Law – notably the constitution of Europe – Do the new clothes 
have an Emperor (cambridge university press, translated into 8 languages) and 
of a novella “Der Fall steinmann”.

professor poiares maduro is a full professor and Director of the school of 
transnational governance at the Eui in Florence. he has been a regular Visiting 
professor at Yale Law school, the college of Europe and universidade católica. 
From 2003-2009 he served as advocate general at the European court of 
Justice and from 2013 to 2015 he was a minister in the portuguese government. 
in 2010 he was awarded the gulbenkian science prize. he was chairman of the 
governance and review committee of FiFa from June 2016 – may 2017.
sports LaW
petros mavroidis, stephen Weatherill

this course focuses on the relationship between Eu law and uEFa/FiFa law, 
explaining why uEFa/FiFa practices must comply with Eu law and also showing 
how far Eu law is willing to recognize the specific nature of sport in general, and 
football in particular. it underlines the problems that emerge from the current 
poorly defined division of labour between the two systems and proposes an 
approach to reduce uncertainty and (eventually) under-investment in an area 
(football regulation) where regulation is necessary.

petros-constantinos mavroidis is cas arbitrator. he is also the Edwin b. parker 
professor of Law at columbia Law school in new York city. he was chief reporter 
for the american Law institute study “principles of international trade” (2013) and 
his latest major publication is regulation of international trade, mit press, 2016.

stephen Weatherill is Jacques Delors professor of European Law at the university 
of oxford. he has written widely on aspects of Eu law, and is the author of 
“principles and practice in Eu sports Law”, published by oxford university press 
in 2017.
sports taxation
michael graetz, João gama

this course will consider the tax laws of the united states and Europe with regard 
to athletes and sports franchises. subsidies and preferences provided through 
the tax laws will also be considered.

michael J. graetz is the columbia alumni professor of tax Law at columbia Law 
school. before coming to columbia in 2009, he was the Justus s. hotchkiss 
professor of Law at Yale university, where he had taught since 1983. in 2013, 
graetz was awarded the Daniel m. holland medal by the national tax association 
for outstanding contributions to the study and practice of public finance. he has 
been a John simon guggenheim memorial Fellow, and he received an award from 
Esquire magazine for courses and work in connection with provision of shelter for 
the homeless. he served on the commissioner’s advisory group of the internal 
revenue service. he is a fellow of the american academy of arts and sciences.

João gama is the Director of the graduate tax programme at the Law school of 
católica university, in Lisbon. he is a senior advisor of the albright stonebridge 
group, Washington D.c and a founding partner of gama glória law firm, in Lisbon. 
João is a member of the practice council of the new York university (nYu) 
international tax programme, and was a visiting researcher at nYu and georgetown 
university Law centre, and a visiting professor at Fundação getúlio Vargas in são 
paulo. João served as secretary of state for Local government of the portuguese 
government in 2015, and as an advisor to the president of portugal in 2011-2013.
human rights anD sports
ron popper

this course will look at the different human rights impacts of sport and major 
sporting events, and what organizers need to do to ensure respect for human 
dignity. using examples from the olympics and World cup, and examining issues 
such as the welfare of players and sponsorship, participants will delve into some 
of the biggest human rights issues faced by the sports industry, and the people 
it impacts.

ron popper is an independent consultant and lecturer specializing in business and 
human rights. his work in different parts of the world has included 10 years leading 
corporate responsibility programmes at the switzerland-based multinational abb. 
he is also a former member of the FiFa governance committee where he helped 
finalize the organization’s human rights policy. ron is currently also a trustee and 
advisory council member of the institute for human rights and business, which 
has pioneered work on human rights and mega sporting events. he is a former 
newspaper and radio journalist, working for 25 years in the united Kingdom, 
middle East and switzerland on international current affairs and politics.
sports arbitration
José Luís andrade

students attending the sports arbitration course are introduced to the specific 
features and unique aspects of international sports arbitration. through the study 
of practical examples, students will explore the reasons why arbitration has been 
adopted as the preferred method of resolution of sports disputes. students will 
be provided with an insight into the court of arbitration for sport (cas) and will 
engage in discussions about real cases which will illustrate the particularities and 
challenges of sports arbitration.

José Luís andrade is a portuguese-qualified lawyer and currently an attorney-
at-law and head of mediation at the court of arbitration for sport (cas) in 
Lausanne, switzerland. at the cas, José Luís is responsible for the management 
of international arbitration proceedings in sports-related disputes as legal 
advisor to the court, with a particular emphasis on football-related disputes. in 
addition, as cas head of mediation, he is responsible for the management of all 
mediation disputes submitted to the cas and for the promotion and development 
of the mediation department. prior to joining the cas, José Luís was an attorney 
at FiFa, having worked primarily for the FiFa Dispute resolution chamber in 
dealing with regulatory and contractual disputes involving associations, football 
clubs, players and agents. José Luís earned his LL.b. from universidade católica 
portuguesa, his LL.m. from georgetown university and his mba from iE business 
school.
sports historY
pierre Lanfranchi

international sporting organizations were initially gentlemen’s clubs and are now 
multinational organizations and complex ngos. the objective of this lecture will 
be to focus on the evolution of their structure, election system and governance 
policy in the 20th and 21st centuries. special emphasis will be put on FiFa and the 
ioc.

pierre Lanfranchi is a research professor in history at Dmu since 1993 and one 
of the creators of the ma in sports history and culture at Dmu and the FiFa 
international ma in management, Law and humanities of sport. 

pierre is co-scientific Director of the FiFa international ma and the 
internationalization of sport sub-module leader. he is currently working with the 
centre international d’Étude du sport (ciEs) as scientific general coordinator of 
the FiFa/ciEs international university network.
sports managEmEnt
michael Williamson

this course provides a broad overview of the sports business marketplace. 
the goal is to provide hands-on and practical knowledge to prepare students 
for sports business place challenges topics as they relate to the skills used in 
the day-to-day operations of professional sports organizations. the course will 
bridge theory to real world examples and take advantage of current events to 
provide an interactive learning opportunity.

chief strategy officer at F. c. internazionale milano s.p.a since June 2017; 
previously corporate Director since september 2015, with responsibilities 
covering corporate development and strategic projects and chief Financial officer, 
since march 2014, overseeing the club’s financial restructuring, has developed 
his duties in investor relations, stadium operations and real estate, legal sector 
and information technology. Williamson also has a notable experience in the 
academic world, having been for many years adjunct professor at georgetown 
university in the sports management programme.
sports anD corporations
maria de Fátima ribeiro

this seminar addresses the legal forms of sports clubs, taking into account the 
special needs related to their governance and solvency and focusing particularly 
on the most adequate legal form for professional competitions: the sports 
company. the critical study of both the portuguese model and brazil’s expected 
regulation model will be the starting point from which other solutions will stem. 
additionally, the seminar will review an issue which is increasingly being discussed 
– the consequences of the insolvency of sports clubs and sports companies.

maria de Fátima ribeiro holds a phD in Law and works as an associate professor 
at universidade católica portuguesa (ucp), both at the Faculty of Law and at 
católica porto business school, namely in the international mba. she is the 
coordinator of ucp’s master’s programme in Law and management and of 
the postgraduate programme in organization and management in professional 
Football (oporto and Lisbon editions).

she has participated as a speaker in numerous national and international scientific 
events in the fields of business Law, commercial companies, insolvency and 
sports companies. she is the author and coordinator of several national and 
international publications in various fields of private Law (including civil Law, 
business Law, commercial companies, cooperatives, insolvency, sports 
companies), of which her monograph “sports companies” is an outstanding 
example.
about porto
the city of porto, portugal’s second-city, is situated on the right bank of the Douro river, by the atlantic ocean. it owes its name to its ancient 

designation “portus cale” given by the romans back in the 1st century bc due to its importance as a naval port, an importance which continued 

over time. also known as “cidade invicta”, or “unvanquished city”, due to its rebelliousness over history, porto is the home of the world-famous 

port Wine, with its cellars and “rabelo” boats, used to transport the wine from the majestic Douro Valley in the past. Elected best European 

Destination 2017 by the travellers from 174 countries, this charming city’s historical centre was classified by unEsco as a World heritage site 

in 1996. its monumental and artistic heritage, balmy weather, nice beaches, great seafood and blossoming cultural scene are just some of the 

reasons to visit this city. Yet, tourists are unanimous: “it is the people that make porto special”.
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